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“This plan of yours is not too bad.”

Philip said coldly. The killing intent in his eyes could no longer be suppressed!

Chester did not speak. His face was illuminated brightly under the headlights and a hideous sneer could be
seen.

“Nigel!” Philip barked out.

“Yes!” Nigel answered.

“Tonight, lock the city down! Only allow entry but nobody can exit! I want to see how many monsters will

come to Cloudside tonight!”

Philip said angrily. This roar soared straight to the clouds and was particularly pervasive on this dark night!

Hearing Philip’s order, Chester finally could no longer hold back. He glared at the other party and asked,
“Young Master Clarke, do you really want to do this? As long as I can’t leave Cloudside within an hour, the
four areas at the borders will riot. By then, lives will be lost and you’ll carry a charge that you can never wash
away in this lifetime!”

The four regions were facing upheaval and lives were in danger. At that time, the chain reaction that would be
triggered would be too much even for the Clarke family!

This was Chester’s final trump card and also something he had arranged on the first day he entered Cloudside.



Philip’s gaze was profound, and the chill that radiated from his body was like a cold sword that seemingly

wanted to split Chester apart!

“Chester Ludwig, what you did today has already exceeded my bottom line. I advise you not to try to
challenge my bottom line and that of the Dragon Warriors, let alone try to threaten the Dragon Warriors!”

Philip warned with what appeared to be anger lurking in his pupils.

Hahaha!

Chester laughed and said, “Philip Clarke, I know you won’t let me off. In that case, why should I care about
the lives of others? You should think carefully. It’s the four regions that are negotiating with you now.”

Crack!

Something seemed to have shattered in the air!

Philip’s eyes were scarlet, and the anger from his body caused all the people around him to feel so much

pressure that they could not breathe!

Such anger, such killing intent!

Chester was violently shocked. In his eyes, Philip seemed to have transformed into a blazing flame that was
about to burn this place through the roof!

“Chester Ludwig, you’re seeking death!”

Philip roared as he stepped forward.



Pitter-patter!

The sound of these footsteps on the ground was like a heavy hammer that pounded at the hearts of Chester and
the others!

The power of one person seemed like a thousand troops!

Chester instinctively took a few steps back. When he saw Philip approaching him quickly, he immediately
said to the death warriors next to him, “Stop him! Stop him! ”

At that moment, he was completely panicking!

He could even imagine that if Philip was not stopped, he would definitely die without a whole body!

Instantly!

Several death warriors rushed forward and attacked Philip fiercely. Every move they did was a move meant to
kill!

Seeing this, Nigel yelled, “Charge! Protect Young Master Clarke with your lives!”

Swoosh!

That furious roar shredded the quiet night sky apart! Just like that, Philip walked step by step toward Chester
who stood at the very end of the chaotic battle!

No one could get close to Philip at all!
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